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About This Game

Operating system AJ 1.0, created by students enthusiasts in 2070 showed stupendous results.
Since the release of the first version of the operating system 5 years have passed.

This product was noticed and was purchased by a larger company engaged in the development of military robotics.
For 5 years the best specialists were engaged in the improvement of this operating system

now the system has been lapped to the ideal, the development team starts the first test of the updated system of AJ 2.1
in case of success, the company will launch large-scale production of the world's

first full-fledged Android on the basis of this operating system.

You have to go through 13 levels for efficacy checks
and identify problems in the system of neural network AJ 2.1

You don't have any limitations to the approach and solving puzzles.
You are given full control over the neural networks.
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In the modern world the current trend is interactive learning. This game will help you better learn the basics of programming
without spending much time and money by learning through the visual system in the quests.

The game contains 13 levels, each of which accommodates 1-3 scripts on the gaming scene. With each passed level the game is
integrated into a complex puzzle, which demonstrates the various functions and variables within scripts.

The gameplay encourages interaction, exploration, teaches a method of trial and error. A good game leaves the player with time
to develop his skills, the same thing happens in the learning process. Naturally, to understand the scripts you'll need to explore
the library of functions. Through these actions the player will learn new tools and discover his own abilities to programming.

The very visual programming does not require the initial preparation for the game, the quests themselves teach a player,
allowing him to understand the basic principles of programming. All that is required for the player is logic, which helps training

and completing levels.

In the game there is also a sandbox, you can use it for implementation of your different ideas, or just for practice or study.
There will be enough tools in the library for implementation practically any of your ideas, and what is the most important, the

implementation of different logics in the sandbox due to visual programming goes free and easy as the context dependence
solves problems with syntax errors, however before passing into the sandbox we recommend you to pass the storyline in order to

understand how the system of visual scripting works.
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Title: Android John 2.1
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Recreat4
Publisher:
Virtuactions
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 680 GTX

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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You are a pawn and need to work your way up the hierarchy in order to vanquish your foes and be the last piece standing.

-Pros-
*Deeper than it initially feels
*Feels like very few games i have personally played
*Great idea and very clean execution

-Cons-
*No real story or solid explination for the what or the why without digging a bit
*The game is set up in a way that you can feel "thrown to the wolves"
*Perhaps for what you get the asking price might be a bit much

Interesting 7/10. this game is so nasty!!!!! you're literally A MEAT. First chapter, level design really repetitive. Too "hard" for a
gameplay too slow. Final boss, no inspiration about how to kill it...
If you like ennoying challenge.. Bladed Fury is a 2D action sidescroller reminiscent of Vanillaware games.
There are a few puzzles but your main activity will be fighting hords of enemies and bosses. And fortunately, combat is
extremely fun!
The game is also really pretty, it looks even better in motion than in the screenshots.
The story is kind of whatever though.

Still, it's very much worth the asking price. A really fun game,. There is not a lot to say. Definetly one good adventures and a
real successor to its previous titels. Price tag is perfectly fine for this adventure!. I recommend you don't buy this because it
doesn't run on Windows 7 at all and the developers refuse to give any help!. does not work at all tried everything i could think of
to fix so wasted money lucky it was on sale but still
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I bought this game and was skeptical about if I would enjoy it so much and it turns out I was completely wrong. This game is
really good and your choices actually matter ALOT. I love it so much I might even make my own fanfiction/log diary for my
character. Totally worth the $3 I paid for it and the $2 I paid for its prequel (Sabres of Infinity). I beat this game prior to Sabres
and enjoyed it but was slightly confused but still made it perfectly with the pre-built characters.

Was slightly disappointed my 60/70/70/90 stats were all reset to 50 when I imported my Sabres but not everything can be
perfect haha. Anyway its a fun game! :). it took me a minute to get all the cd keys in and i got frustrated thinking my dlc wasn't
there. but from the look of it i'm going to enjoy this. alot of content.. Abandoned "game", worst crap ever. Was hoping for a
nice boat sim, but this was more of a scam than anything. You have been warned.. Hehehe... I like playing as a fox... XD
:P Meow!. Quick Answer : Don't do it

A 12 year old boy bought this game in 2011 because he liked ships... He was very new to computers and after buying the game
he was very sad to learn his computer was not powerful enough. Now 18 and back with a computer that can play near all games
at 4k 60fps wonders what the game was like, what did he miss out on? Tiny waves, water bugging out, propellers floating off the
side of the ship, and ships so slow that even using cheat engine at 20x would still take forever to move. Basically the most
unextreme thing to ever be played. That boy was me, and god i wish refunds were a thing back in 2011 because of this game.. i
want a re fund. This loco came with the Mannheim Karlsruhe pack and for me this loc is a total lost money item, I read in the
comments the problems with it where fixed, but not in my version, the loc does not go more fast then 50kmh, and the scenarios
that came with it want you to drive more quick, purchased yesterday 3 \/5\/2016, so where are the updates.. Very good extra
content, with fantastic music, great plot, and some really tough action gameplay of a sort you almost never seen in an RPG
Maker game. It's honestly maybe just a little bit too tough, or perhaps that's just a personal issue... either way, I had a great time
with this.. old game, but ok. The most scuffed russian game I seen in my life.
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